Women & Their Work: The beginning

In 1977 three Austin women artists—Rita Starpattern, Deanna Stevenson, and Carol Taylor—planted the seeds that grew into Women and Their Work (W&TW), one of Austin’s most enduring visual arts organizations. They produced the organization’s impressive inaugural event Women and Their Work (Oct 13 to Dec 2), a multi-disciplined festival that showcased women working in the visual, literary, and performing arts at numerous city-wide venues.

The story of W&TW is foremost one of community. Many hands and minds, along with time and energy contributed to the development of the organization. This document, compiled by original members of the W&TW Exhibition Committee, was written to contribute additional information about the early history of the organization. It details the critical years, 1977-1980, when the organization would determine its path and goals. Under the leadership of Rita Starpattern, and with the support of other organizations in Austin, the Exhibition Committee worked tirelessly to ensure that W&TW would grow in scope and national visibility by elevating opportunities for women in the arts in Texas.

At the end of 1977, and the completion of 30 festival events, a close friend of Starpattern (and an original member of the W&TW board), Mary Sanger recalls, “Rita was pretty tired of the battle over decision making and wanted a more formal structure to be able to move forward for grants, public funding, etc. The Exhibition Committee stepped up and addressed her angst and W&TW went forward for the next 40 years.”

The beginning of a new organizational process originated with an informal meet-up between Starpattern and Claudia Reese, who had recently moved to Austin from Washington DC. Seeking to engage with the “Austin art scene,” and looking specifically for a women’s arts organization similar to those she experienced in DC, Reese contacted Starpattern. “I remember sitting in Rita’s kitchen telling her I’d just moved from Washington DC where I’d been a member of a women’s gallery and the Washington Project for the Art”, explained Reese. “Rita told me of the impressive events of the recent festival and about her hard work with Stevenson and Taylor. Things were now at a standstill, and Rita was exhausted. She seemed weary and not much inclined to start up again—kind of rolling her eyes at the east coast newcomer. But generously, she said, ‘call Barbara Sturgill and let’s have another meeting.’ The three of us decided to invite all the women artists we could locate in Austin, dividing up phone lists in a call for a larger meeting, which took place one evening in early May 1978, at artist and critic Mary McIntyre’s (later known as Mary Myart Malott) house in central Austin. It was well attended and out of this assembly, a small group coalesced.”

This new group of energetic women were eager to continue expanding the possibilities for women visual artists in the state of Texas. The artists joining Rita Starpattern and Claudia Reese were Yvonne Burke, Carol Ivey, Melissa W. Miller, Mary Piloot, Linda Stanton, Barbara Sturgill, Deborah Vanko, and Millie Wilson. Discussions concerning the promotion of women’s visibility and the future of the organization began immediately. However, it was determined that the first objective should be to provide support for each other, expand dialogue through studio visits and meetings, and develop opportunities to exhibit locally in Austin. This core group—initially referred to in various publications as the Planning Committee, the Visual Arts Committee, and the Steering Committee—eventually became known as the W&TW Exhibition Committee.

In spring 1979 the group curated Vital Signs, an exhibition of their work. Among the exhibition goals was to establish the committee’s credibility and profile as working artists. Starpattern is quoted as saying, “The exhibition is an effort to let the public know that members of the committee responsible for decisions concerning the visual arts for the various W&TW events are themselves serious, competent and involved artists.” The show was exhibited at Aperture Gallery in Austin, TX, and received local and national attention. It was reviewed in the prominent art
magazine Artweek. The success of this show gave the members confidence to imagine and undertake larger and more ambitious projects.

Following that success, the W&TW Exhibition Committee focused on formalizing a structure for the organization. They began actively lobbying state organizations and museums for more female inclusion and worked to establish models that would guide women artists in career development and activism. The Exhibition Committee drafted a grant proposal for a juried exhibition, Woman-In-Sight. The show would solicit entries from women across Texas. Funding would support preparation of an exhibition space, a fee for a juror, and general expenses for publicity and production. Nationally renowned curator Marcia Tucker, formerly at the Whitney Museum of American Art and founder/director of the New Museum of Art in NYC, was recruited to jury the exhibition. The proposal was granted by the Texas Commission for the Arts and scheduled for Oct 27-Dec 9, 1979.

Given the paucity of art exhibition spaces available in Austin at the time, the Exhibitions Committee searched for a venue that would support the exhibition criteria. A raw space in the former Naval and Marine Reserve Center, recently donated to the city and re-named the Dougherty Cultural Arts Center, was selected. They rolled up their sleeves and spent countless hours cleaning and clearing the space, constructing and painting walls and pedestals. They negotiated with the city to install track lighting in the space. Later they prepared and installed the work. In the words of Susan Platt, writing for Artweek, the Committee "...established a precedent setting relationship with the city of Austin. The Dougherty Arts Center had been converted in 1977 from a decrepit Naval armory with snakes living in the hallways. Women and Their Work took the whole public space, arranged to install track lighting, got the city to install partitions, and—presto!—one of the nicest exhibition spaces in Austin."

Simultaneously, the Exhibition Committee was in charge of state-wide publicity for the exhibition. This involved networking with other organizations to reach women artists with the “Call for Entries”. Together, they blanketed arts newsletters, newspapers, public service announcements, and art educators with the opportunity to have their work reviewed by Tucker. More than 400 artists submitted a total of 1,300 slides.

In addition to preparing the exhibition space and organizing the entries, Rita and the Exhibition Committee established a statewide mailing list, printed and assembled the catalogue to accompany the show, produced and mailed invitations, and networked to solicit publicity for the show and the women artists of Texas in a pre-digital, pre-Internet world. The event was a success and helped pave the way for many women to further their careers in Texas and nationally.

Before sending the entries to Marcia Tucker in New York, the Exhibitions Committee hosted a well-attended slide viewing event at the Dougherty Cultural Art Center to publicly show all of the entries, thus giving voice and acknowledgement to every woman who submitted to the show. Sydney Yeager recalls the significance of the event to her:

"It was so meaningful to me to be invited by Carol Ivey and Melissa Miller. I didn’t have work in the slide show. It was much too early and my work too unfocussed for me to submit slides, but just being invited to see the work, and being exposed to what was being done was hugely important to me. And the simple invitation made all the difference."

Subsequently, a first selection of works was made by Tucker. Those works were then organized by the committee and displayed on-site for her final round of jurying.
Working closely with Starpattern, the Exhibition Committee provided the energy behind W&TW activity in the short but important time span from early 1978 thru 1979. This included Woman-InSight, a statewide juried exhibition. The efforts of the ten women Exhibition Committee provided a vital link in the organization’s continuum and the promotion of greater gender equality in the arts in Texas.

The W&TW experience enriched and energized them personally and collectively. The skills and knowledge gained informed their art careers. Most importantly, they learned the value of dreaming big, the reward of community building, and the power of women working together and supporting each other. Melissa Miller states:

“That years of teamwork and building were a time of growth, not only for the organization, but for the individual members of our committee as well. With continuous dialogue and critical response to the work in our exhibitions, we gained insight that benefited our personal practices. By combining individual knowledge and strength, we developed networking skills, learned to balance personal career with social service, challenged each other to set high goals and standards, and advocated for women’s acknowledgement in the arts. The shared experience also resulted in lifelong friendships and bonds.”

By 1980, W&TW was thriving with a successful track record of exhibitions, publications, and events. With funding from the City of Austin, the Texas Commission for the Arts, the Parks and Recreation, and private donations, the organization was well positioned. With a sense of pride and accomplishment, the Exhibition Committee members ceased to work as a group, though several of the members continued to work with or support the organization in numerous ways.

The surviving Exhibition Committee members submitting this document are grateful for the opportunity to share their history. We wish to thank the past and present boards of W&TW for the generous gifts of time and effort, and Chris Cowden for her many years of unflagging commitment, exceptional leadership, and strengthening of the organization and its profile. We also congratulate W&TW on the purchase of their first permanent home and look forward to watching the organization’s continued growth and service.

-Carol Ivey, Melissa Miller, Claudia Reese
January 11, 2021

Mary Pillot, Linda Stanton, Deborah Vanko, Millie Wilson
February 9, 2021
Timeline

- October 2-December 2, 1977, Multi-Media Art Festival & Celebration of Women & Their Work Including Drama, Dance, Music & the Visual Arts
- May 9, 1978, Informal meeting of Austin women artists to create Exhibition Committee
- 1978-79, Women & Their Work incorporates and receives non-profit status
- February 14-March 30, 1979, Vital Signs, an exhibition of work by the Women & Their Work Exhibition Committee, Aperture Gallery, Austin, Tx, and the Academic Center, University of Texas at Austin
- March 30-31, 1979, Women Artists: Forming a Texas Network, a slide presentation with a biographic and bibliographic publication in conjunction with the 10th annual “Women and The Law” Conference, Austin, Tx
- July 9-Aug 10, 1979, On Sight: Exhibition of Drawings and Photographs, group show curated by Sherry Smith
- July 18, 1979, New Art in Texas by Women, a slide presentation of all the entries for the Woman-in-Sight exhibition, Dougherty Cultural Arts Center
- October 27-December 9, 1979, Woman-in-Sight, the first statewide exhibition of Texas women artists, Dougherty Cultural Arts Center, juried by Marcia Tucker

Reviews

1977 November, Citizen Marquee, “Quality Art by Women,” Mimi McKinney
1979 February 23, Citizen Marquee, “Collages Highlight Aperture Show,” Mimi McKinney
1979 March 24, ARTWEEK, “Vital Signs from Women and Their Work,” Francine Carraro
1979 October 26, Citizen Marquee, “Texas Women Featured in Exhibit,” Mimi McKinney
Documentary Materials

Vital Signs Announcement

Vital Signs
AN EXHIBITION OF VISUAL ART

Aperture Gallery 803 W. 24th
opening Feb. 14 7 p.m.

members of WOMEN & THEIR WORK visual arts committee via Womenspace
Collages highlight Aperture show

By MIMI MCKINNEY
Citizen Art Writer

"Vital Signs," the current exhibition at Aperture Gallery, 82 West 24th St., is an intimate showing bearing witness to the quality of artistic talent in Austin.

The brief biographies of the artists displayed at the entrance of the exhibition inform the viewer that these are dedicated professional artists who have received considerable training and recognition for work in their respective fields.

Yvonne Burk, best known for her graphic work, has chosen to exhibit a new group of small collages. "Untitled Collage No. 5" shows a non-typical use of soft blue and green, saved from "sweetness" by the addition of strong orange pastel. Her knowledge of textures in her intaglio work gives her a sensitivity to the surfaces of the various items used in the collage.

Mildred Wilson also exhibits collage. Where Burk utilizes the textures of the added material, Wilson makes use of the edge and color of the applied paper. The edge becomes a line and creates various planes. Landscape in nature, the work invites the viewer to become a small creature and wander through this soft blue world.

Sculpture is at a minimum. "Extra Large Ladies' Plain Underwear" is Debrah Vanko's three-dimensional contribution, humorous, yet somehow melancholy, the stiffened "panties" upside-down and become a truncated body.

"Accent in Motion, Series No. 5" by Mary Pilot Steed becomes a visual statement of the frenzied pace of our 20th-Century world. Off-key, unusual color lines depict erratic movement of the present, while the blurred lines of the background suggest past and forgotten movement.

Barbara Sturgill's "Luncheon on the Sun" conjures recollections of childhood seen through rose-colored glasses of maturity. Above the "yellow world" floats a caring and smiling red being. A kite string suggests a child standing just outside the picture plane.

The fact that all of the artists in the showing are women is incidental to the quality of this excellent contemporary exhibition. The fact that the artist are members of the planning committee for "Women and Their Work," an organization which has done much to promote greater appreciation and participation of women in the arts, is not incidental.
“Vital Signs” From Women and Their Work

Austin / Francine Carraro

Women and Their Work, an Austin organization, is showing vital signs in its commitment to the recognition, support and promotion of women’s contribution to the arts. Since its inception in 1976, the group has sponsored arts and crafts festivals, drama and poetry workshops and art exhibitions. In addition, Women and Their Work has held various symposiums on the historical, economical and political concerns of women artists.

The current exhibit sponsored by Women and Their Work, appropriately titled Vital Signs, features the work of Yvonne Turner Burk, Melissa Miller, Deborah Vanko, Claudia Reese, Rita Starpatterrn, Barbara Sturgill, Mildred Wilson, Carol Ivy and Mary Pilot Sewd, all of whom are members of the visual arts committee of Women and Their Work. Vankan, spokesperson for the committee, explained that “the exhibition is an effort to let the public know that members of the committee responsible for decisions concerning the visual arts for the various Women and Their Work events are themselves serious, competent and involved artists.”

Although the works on exhibit vary in media and style, they show a strong, consistent concern for innovation and exploration. Each artist reveals a sense of intense identification with and examination of personal artistic concerns. Paintings in the show range from the delicate, lyrical lines and luminous colors of Seng’s improvised abstractions to the more aggressive, bold colors and fluid application of paint in Miller’s depictions of animals. Sturgill’s canvases are fields of flat, solid color upon which a private alchemy of signs and symbols is performed. Ivy’s small gouaches with still-life elements are strong in color and illusionistic design.

Using traditionally feminine objects such as sewing notions, coffee cups and patchwork quilt motifs in ceramic assemblages and gouaches, Reese cleverly reassembles and reexamines bits and pieces of female consciousness. Vankan, another voice, though less articulate, for women’s concerns in art, stiffens women’s families and slips with polyester resin and forms them into sculpture.

Wilson, Burk and Starpatterrn work with the elements of collage. Wilson builds up, layer upon layer, irregularly torn pieces of paper with painted portrait clouds into harmonious orchestrations of subtle shapes and color. Burk introduces inti, masking tape and impasto into her small abstractions. Sturgill’s black and white photo-collages have witty and perceptive borrowings from the worlds of advertising and psychology.

Women artists in Austin may be showing vital signs of growth, strength, stability and health, but they are handicapped by the limited number of art galleries and exhibition spaces. After Vital Signs closed at the Aperture Gallery on March 14, the
Women-In-Sight

Call for Entries

WOMEN & THEIR WORK
call for entries ... 1979
book, exhibition, slide/tape show
endorsed by
Afro-American Players, Austin City Council, Austin Community Television, Austin Symphony, Austin Women’s Center, Center Stage, Governor at the State of Women, Laguna Gorda Art Museum, Mexican-American Business & Professional Women’s Association, University “Y” Women’s Club.

WOMEN & THEIR WORK 1979
2330 Guadalupe
Austin, Texas 78705

Call for Entries
book, exhibition, slide/tape show

Announcement

WOMEN & THEIR WORK Presents
Woman-in-Sight
new art in texas
selected by Marcus Tucker
Director of the New Museum, New York City

Refreshments, Entertainment & Opening Festivities:
Saturday, October 27, 1979 5–12 pm
musical program from 9–10 pm
Douglasie Cultural Arts Center
1110 Barton Springs Rd.,
Austin, Texas

Exhibition continues from:
October 28–December 9, 1979
Monday–Friday: noon–6; Saturday & Sunday: noon–6

Exhibition and catalogue made possible by a grant from the Texas Commission for the Arts and the National Endowment for the Arts, the Federal agency, the City of Austin; and the Louis P. Wright Foundation.

Extension of the exhibition is made possible with the support of the Texas Committee for the Humanities state program of the National Endowment for the Humanities.
From the exhibition catalog - Rita Starpattern’s graphic intro describes the whole story of the exhibition beginning with the formation of the committee in 1978.
Marcia Tucker

Very little has been known about the work of women artists until the present decade; even less had been known about what is being done by them outside the large urban art centers in the United States. Texas appears to be still thought of as a place where men, rather than women, are the cultural proprietors.

This exhibition, out of work throughout the state, is a simple proof that this is not so. The work was selected from over 1,000 slides a hundred miles long; this work was then brought together in Austin, where the final judging was done in the space where it was ultimately to be shown. The limitation of the space dictated the number of pieces which could be exhibited, since the exhibition would have been considerably larger had it any other considerations permitted.

The work being done by contemporary women artists in Texas is comprised of such a wide range of media, style, attitude and sensibilities that it cannot be indicative of a "regional" work, but is rather, representative of what is happening in the country at large. There is, for instance, an increasing focus on work which is narrative, autobiographical, self-referential, or apparent in media or format.

Whist these characteristics are familiar, it is important to note that focus on one aspect of making art does not necessarily exhaust or negate the force of another strikingly diverse style.

For instance, the work of Kay Miller, Jane Allenmoon, or Laura Russell, with its broadly defined form, seems to suggest the characteristics of the medi:l-ultimate sensibility of the 1960's, partly because of the extraordinarily sensuous and tactile surfaces it employs, or in the case of Allenmoon, because of the luminous color which makes the work more poetic and metaphorical than formal.

Many of the drawings and paintings in the exhibition are, similarly, typically tactile and characterized with the nature of works in primitive, handwriting and character. In pieces by Anna Lou, Susan L. Williford, or other women artists, the work is imbued with a mimetic sensibility of the 1960's, partly because of the extraordinary sensuous and tactile surfaces it employs, or in the case of Allenmoon, because of the luminous color which makes the work more poetic and metaphorical than formal.

The question of slides is raised by the case of large, abstract sculptures in the exhibition, although I suggest that the preponderance of smaller sculptures is more indicative of the problem of admitting art and having it also be enormous works than it is an indication of what kind of work is currently being done in the state. Pieces by Beverly Brach and Gertrude Borone, however, are few examples of the fact that the difficulties of manipulating heavy materials on a large scale raise a welcome challenge to women as well as to men. (Stella, Needham's piece, on the other hand, is composed of seven easily manipulated segments, which, when positioned, form an enormous architectural wall.)

A general tendency to make smaller, independent sculptures poses an interesting question in terms of art bordering on the area of "crafts," an area that has been avoided until recent years. The urge to make more manageable, inexpensive, finely crafted sculpture results in work which sometimes looks traditional because of its materials, but actually contains a break with the conventional notions of sculpture as volume, weight, mass, density; that is, a move away from sculpture as a physical experience rather than as a narrative or psychological one. The potential for sculpture as a vehicle for more personal concerns is immediately explored in work by Mary Chaplin. (Catherine Groen, and Barbara Atwell), whom, like others in the exhibition, use remembrance to create worlds which can be apprehended and explored without the necessity of the spectator's movement.

Catherine Riel's work is not driven through reduction of scale, but through the separation and isolation of images on a hanging, peripatetic base. The particularization of forms, each seeming to carry a literary significance, links this work with paintings and drawings by Lut Virl, Susan Ashir and Marjorie McFarland. Here, the images sometimes serve as a visual metaphor for bodily or physical imagery, and sometimes work to present and isolate a particular image as separate from, or more important than, other forms of art.

Where as sculpture is of a nature traditionally associated with the idea of permanence, the use of materials previously attributed to the area of crafts, certain artists in this exhibition are clearly challenging, whose works appear to be in a sense metaphysical, or even spiritual, in character. For instance, the work of Charlotte Panconcell, which seems to have a spiritual quality, and sometimes work to present and isolate a particular image as separate from, or more important than, other forms of art.

There is, however, another aspect of the exhibition which is not mentioned above, and which has not been the subject of this discussion. This is the work of ceramists, whose work is often more sculptural, and sometimes more abstract in its presentation, than the work of women artists. The work of ceramists in this exhibition is not only different in character, but also different in technical execution and presentation, and this is reflected in the selection of images which are presented on the walls. The work of ceramists is more often presented in a way that is more conducive to visual contemplation, and is often more abstract in its presentation, than the work of women artists.
Stewart uses realistic images to heighten the intensity of the night scene in her large painting. Honey Dewman’s use of satiety colors changes receding architectural images into fantasy ones, and the drawings of Nancy Cannell and Ken Power use illusionism to create worlds in which realism and unexpected scale change interact continually.

Although it is difficult to generalize, the majority of work in this exhibition seems to represent a changing, non-linear attitude on the part of artists today, an attempt to reach a wider public through the use of forms, images, or shared personal experiences which may be comprehensible to a variety of people because of their humanistic premises. The sense of community, shared experience, of art which is clearly connected to those who created it rather than an art which is autonomous and distant, is part of this emerging position.

Artists today are willing and gifted participants in the political, social and cultural world in which their work must live. This change in attitude has been, in great part, brought about by the fact that women artists, in the late 1960s, first joined together, pooled their resources, created alternative spaces and forums within which to show and discuss their work, and provided a model for cooperation, artistic and social organizations within which individual sensibilities, ideologies, and aesthetic viewpoints were shared and respected. Women and Their Work has provided, through this statewide exhibition as well as its many other activities, a rare opportunity to see and share with the public the fruits of their endeavor.

— Marcia Tucker
Selection of black and white plates from the catalog
Texas women featured in exhibit

Tucker looked at the work of more than 400 artists

“Woman-In-Sight: New Art In Texas,” sponsored by Women & Their Work, opens Saturday at 9 p.m. at the Dougherty Cultural Center, 1115 Barton Springs Road. The public is invited to attend the opening which marks the first statewide exhibition of women’s art in Texas. Refreshments will be served and chamber music will be played throughout the evening.

Jered by Marcia Tucker, director of The New Museum in New York, the exhibition encompasses painting, sculpture, ceramics, weaving, photography and represents the work of artists from Austin, Houston, Dallas, Galveston, Grapevine, Lubbock, San Antonio, Waco and many small communities across the state.

In selecting work for the exhibition, Tucker looked at the work of more than 90 artists, ultimately selecting 70 artists to comprise the show.

Woman-In-Sight: New Art in Texas is also a landmark exhibition for the Dougherty Cultural Center which opened two years ago as Austin’s first city-owned center dedicated to the fine arts. Given to the city by
Women in Sight: Issues of Quality, Quantity and Politics

Austin: Susan Platt

Lucy Lipparini recently referred to the state wide Colorado Women's Art Festival as a "monster show." While the women's art exhibit, "Women in Sight: New Art in Texas," now on view in Austin, is a "medium size" festival from the viewpoint of both the visitors and the works by women from all over Texas. The exhibit is not as vast (just over a hundred) as the multiple-objects of the Colorado event, and the style range is not enormous, but rather scattered between diverse and interesting. The show, selected by Marita Tucker of The New Museum, includes literally dozens of artists who are totally unfamiliar to this writer, so snap aesthetic judgments are necessary to make a start at characterizing the works. Thus, the "medium size" is really just a big genre.

Specifically, when dealing with so many new artists I look for originality that brings a piece forward from the mass of its companions. For me, originality is one of the qualities of a woman's work, and I am not afraid to be themselves, avoiding art magazine modernism, come off better.

This review, with only a few exceptions, will celebrate the originality of conception over the knowledge of conception. One outstanding exception to that is Jane Allison's two abstract canvases. I have seen her work before and never felt like hummimg about it, but Black Angle is a strong painting, its tan pink field has an obvious black angle in the center half that gives points at the edges. Technical competence and the rigor of conception work together. An interesting comparison can be made with a range of Nancy Condon's watercolors, Mistletoe, and Mistletoe. Condon, a new name to me (and the catalog provides no biographical data on the artist), has a fine technique; but the medium. The imaginary structure in the landscape is a visionary, impossible construction with its columns and rod in strange intricate patterns.

Condon has succeeded in achieving an original synthesis of realism and abstraction. Future Akins: "Please Don't Feed the Penguins," has a formalistic elegance with several discordant elements - rocks, mountains and a pastel rainbow-like square above - it also striking for its imagery and space. "We Are Only Playing with the Image of the Sun," with its references to the black holes of outer space, a circular white surface, and a flat surface of the canvas as an independent sheet of space. The temptation to suggest that these artists' interest in space relates to the wide open spaces feeling of Texas may not be worth resisting, but like female iconography (which is amazingly rare here), it is not important to the effectiveness of these works. They rest in the artists' conviviality and my personal taste.

A few other mostly abstract works stand out in the strong. Rebecca Best's tiny paintings/collages are sensitive in their used splinter lines and subtle color. Barbara Sturgill's Looking For You is a stunningly bold green field of color, with a jagged, mountain-like profile and bright squiggles of paint, squeezed from the tube, jumping on its surface. Claudia Reese's ceramic plaques with their little casts of identifiable objects such as crackers and breads are mostly abstract and two-dimension in their feet. Reese, like Melissa Miller, a Roubenuese paint-

leer with a taste for dogs, cheeses and other mundane objects, and Carol Tucker, whose interest is in brightly colored patterns, is having a major show in Austin this fall as part of Laguna Gloria Art Museum's exciting commitment to local artists. Unfortunately, since the shows are only a few weeks long they cannot be reviewed for ARTWEEK.

Another group of paintings are taking their place for their original combinations of realistic elements. My delight in Candace Bumsid's The Prize, where the sweet, smiling grandmother has roses floating around her, is purely a desire to see a bright forward idea that works well. Judith Williams' Millaena with Horse, a Catholic parody, shows a Millaena wearing a rose of tiny horses. And Isley's Corner Reunion by Kay Stoward is a takeoff on Grant Wood's landscape style showing contemporary long-haired unubtimate, near a foggy backdrop pickup truck, watching a comet in the sky.

As usual with large shows, painting dominates. The show's mix of originality and art magazine modernism occurs in the sculpture, but no examples are particularly outstanding. Nancy Chambers' two stickly-looking, little box constructions containing arcane imagery are firmly in the eclectic category of originality. By her personal approach to form, color, and content can only be mentioned here. Another sculpture I liked was Trinette Vassilopoulos' Dead, with its frame and skeleton surrounded in bluette. Another sculpture I liked was Trinette Vassilopoulos' Root, with its frame surrounding a suspended bundle of roots. Barbara Atwell's On the Horse of a Dilemma, Music Box is an intricate combination of materials of which the bar is both mundane and personal, but the complexity gives the work substance.

Craft works in the show dominate the ongoing blurring of the distinction between fine art and craft traditions. Traditional craft materials - like Reese's ceramics used for fine art, rather than functional objects, seem to deserve a new category of "fine craft," rather than somewhere between the two older classifications. Most of the works in this show however, like the weaving dress, devil puppet and jewelry, are clearly craft and disappointingly weak. Tucker also included a group of photographs, mostly of them people. My favorite, because of its strong image, is Suzanne Paul's untitled color print. Many other images do not rise above energetic, vaguely creative pornography, but Barbara Taylor's Streets of Rome indicates a more involved engagement of evoke appearances.

Women in Sight: New Art in Texas is a significant exhibit for several reasons beside the art itself. Artistically, it is stronger than the Austin Contempo-

Suzanne Paul: Untitled, color photograph, 36 x 29", at the Dougherty Cultural Arts Center, Austin.

Bartbari Atwell: On the Horse of a Dilemma, Mixed media, 4 x 10", at the Dougherty Cultural Arts Center, Austin.

ary Art Show of last spring, and more interesting than the University of Texas' glass survey, Made-in-Texas. Politics, I've heard some women and men complaining about the issue of having to be female in order to get into a show. Several remarkable aspects of the exhibit's organization are worth noting:

First, Marita Tucker's presence in Austin during the jurying was exciting as an event because of her enthusiasm and iconoclastic attitudes. We were not "out there," as Lipparini described the women artists in Colorado. Poodles who were lucky enough to speak to Tucker came away charged with an extraordinary sense of purpose and affirmation. In addition, the show, predictably given Tucker's knowledge of art, uncovered some unknown figures worth seeing.

Second, the group that sponsored the show, Women and their Work, established a precedent-setting relationship with the city of Austin. The building in which the exhibit is housed is the Dougherty Cultural Arts Center, a municipal facility converted from a naval armory in 1972. When the cultural arts section of the Parks and Recreation Department moved in, the building had snakes living in the hall from the years of neglect. In a year it became a rehearsal space. Women and their Work took the whole public space and arranged to put in black light, got the city staff to install partitions, and paved, one of the most exhibition spaces in Austin. The city staff was thrilled with the group's efforts. Women and their Work also used their organization in handling the financing and managed to arrange some special funding.

Although the tower (about a third of the space) will remain a permanent gallery for the large women's shows down, it is of major importance that Austin now has a completely dedicated space for contemporary art. (But other amazing things are happening in Austin; group of undergraduates from the University of Texas just opened their own cooperative art gallery downtown.)

So this large exhibit is a landmark from the point of view of organization, city cooperation and discovery of some rare talent. Although this article cannot give a rave review to the quality of the show, it is exciting to see the process of the show and what can happen when a small group of people make a good idea happen. The Dougherty Cultural Arts Center, 1105 Barton Springs Road, is open Monday to Friday, 10-6, Saturday and Sunday, 12-6, until December 9.
As a member of Women & Their Work Exhibition Committee, I felt a bond between a community promoting women artists’ visibility, an equal opportunity recognizing women’s voices and experiences as valid and important through the vision of female artistic perspectives.

Looking back, I recognize the hard work, dedication and teamwork we shared in reaching our goal, “Women-in-Sight”, the first statewide exhibition of Texas women artists, juried by Marcia Tucker, art critic and founder of the New Museum of Contemporary Art in New York City. I’m honored to have been a member of the committee, celebrating their accomplishments over the past forty-three years, and the excitement of establishing Women & Their Work’s permanent home.

A few memories:
Throughout the dedicated work of organizing, meetings, grant writing, mailings, networking, city council meetings etc., we also managed to have fun in the process. I remember one of our Austin fundraisers featured Marcia Ball, an American blues singer and pianist, who donated the proceeds to W&TW for our statewide exhibition. It was a big success, many people attended and we were raising money, enjoying live music and dancing at the same time.

I remember one day Rita called and said she’d like for me to represent W&TW in promoting the exhibit and fundraising on Cactus Pryor’s television show. So I did, even though I had a fear of speaking in front of an audience. Cactus was gracious and easy to talk with in front of the camera. And that was free publicity for our event.

I welcomed another opportunity when Barbara Sturgill asked me to go with her to the airport to meet Faith Ringgold, an internationally acclaimed black artist and lecturer, who was presenting a performance piece at St. Edwards University, “The Wake and Resurrection of the Bicentennial Negro,” January 1978. From the moment she stepped off the plane in her full length mink coat, Faith Ringgold was a lively force to be certain. At the time, her motherly
concern about the misbehavior of one of her children was the topic of conversation till we reached her hotel. Listening to her concerns reminded me of the importance of communication and exchanging ideas, women supporting each other and sharing like Women and Their Work.

Deborah Vanko

As a member of the visual arts committee, we were much more than ‘just a committee’.

We were like staff—we developed ideas, made decisions and produced all the art exhibitions (3) prior to the gallery. We were all professional artists that brought credibility to W&TW which made the gallery’s creation possible. Rita said so herself...‘the exhibition is an effort to let the public know that members of the committee responsible for decisions concerning the visual arts for the various W&TW events are themselves serious, competent and involved artists.’ (review of ‘Vital Signs’ by Francine Carraro, 1979).
When I joined the exhibition committee in May of 1978, I was several years out of art school, sharing a studio space with Melissa Miller and building a body of work. I had exhibited in the W&TW exhibition at Laguna Gloria the year before and was excited to be working with Rita Starpattern and this group of women artists, making new friends and deepening existing friendships. We were immediately off and running, holding regular meetings in each artist’s studio, supporting each other while learning all aspects of publicizing and mounting exhibitions as we created them. Everything was done to the highest professional standards giving me a foundation to carry forward in my studio practice as well as my work in the fields of education and art services. It was gratifying to see what we could accomplish together.

It changed our wider art community, and it changed us.

In retrospect, I see my experience in a larger context. When I began my education, women did not receive high expectations for professional achievement. It took an especially determined young woman to persevere. In the 60’s our role models were often the few women seen in group photos of artists of the 50’s and 60’s. There was only one woman, a printmaker, on the entire studio faculty at UT. For a young woman, an art career was tenuous, without much reinforcement. By the time I graduated in the early 70’s, the women’s movement was gaining momentum with huge changes in how we thought, what we read, who we looked to. I walked out to an entirely different world. My experience in 1978-79 with Women & Their Work and this community of supportive women gave me not only practical professional standards but also a lasting strength and perseverance.
It was an honor to work with the individuals of the Women and Their Work Exhibition Committee from 1978 to 1980. I recognize those years of teamwork as a time of growth for myself and the organization. Working with Rita Starpattern, and the other women of our committee, provided valuable lessons in community building, networking, balancing personal career with social service, career development, setting high goals and standards, and advocating for women. Our hard work not only resulted in helping set W&TW’s future trajectory, but also in lifelong friendships and bonds.

One mission of W&TW has always been to promote art by women and help in the development of their careers. I am grateful to have benefited from the organization’s efforts. Being chosen to participate in the initial W&TW show at Laguna Gloria and Women in Sight, provided group exhibition opportunities and experiences. The studio visits among our W&TW team, the dialogue, and feedback provided insight and support for our visions and pursuits. The visit to Austin by Marcia Tucker, a key figure in the museum world, provided a role model and insights into the larger workings of the art world. Tucker’s brief time in the studio introduced her to my work and I believe played a part in her including me in two exhibitions: The New Orleans Triennial, and the Venice Biennial.

Though I did not continue with the hands-on work of the organization after 1980, I served on W&TW Advisory Board from 1985 to 1987. Over the years I have watched the organization grow in stature and gain international recognition. It continues to have my support and deep respect. Along with other women on our Exhibition Committee team, I am proud of having contributed to its early growth and continuation.
Claudia Reese

Arriving in Austin in the summer of 1977, having just finished a semester artist in residency at Univ of N Colorado in Greeley, and prior to that 3 years in Washington DC involved with Washington Project for the Arts and Gallery 10, a women's coop gallery, I was ready for the next stage in my career as an artist. It took a while to settle in, find housing, studio space, people. Was there a women's network? Where were the galleries? The answers invariably came back: talk to Rita Starpatterm. I finally contacted her in late December. Skeptical at first, seemingly weary after the festival she had produced (which I totally missed) and not a little wary of this outsider, she humored me, set up a second meeting inviting Barbara Sturgill. The three of us called every Austin woman artist we could find and the seed of the Exhibition Committee was planted. Now Rita had a little army called the Exhibition Committee that took on a life of its own. The women involved (see list) organized studio visits, critiques, resume writing sessions, -- we were consciousness raising for ourselves as artists and for women artists everywhere. We learned something about publicity, designing and printing professional looking announcements; public relations, talking to the press; grant writing, arts councils, city government, rehabbing: turning a barracks into a viable gallery space. We learned a lot about organizing a large event, and even more about each other.

After our successful opening of the Woman in Sight exhibition in 1979 I left Austin for another visiting artist residency, this time at the School of the Art Institute of Chicago, then a stint at Notre Dame, a year at Purdue Univ teaching ceramics, a semester at LSU. By then I was ready to return to Austin and apply all that I had learned to start my own business, Cera-Mix. Over the next many years I produced and sold nationally and internationally a line of ceramic dinnerware and tile. And continued to make sculpture, my first love. Among numerous one woman shows, one was at the Women and Their Work gallery on W 5th Street in 1999. It was entitled Sentries for a New Century.

The friends formed in those first years in Austin are still part of my life. The skills I developed with the Exhibition Committee group have served me well. I am proud of what we accomplished back then and pleased and gratified that Women and Their work has continued to expand, growing into the powerhouse that it is today, recognized as a champion, promoter and patron of women's art.